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GETTING OUT OF THE BOAT

Lord, if it is you, command me to come to you on the water.  Jesus didn’t ask
Peter to step out of the boat.  Instead, Peter asks Jesus to tell him to get out.  It was
Peter’s idea and Jesus obliged.  Come.

I don’t know about you but in the midst of being tossed about by the waves, I
would probably ask Jesus something else.  Now it is easy to criticize Peter for his lack
of faith but his faith got him out of the boat.  The other disciples didn’t do that.  Peter
shows us a faith both strong and weak.   Peter was walking on the water towards
Jesus but fear intervened and with that fear came doubt.  It’s been said that believers
always face the temptation to doubt and doubters always face the temptation to
believe.

Fear closes us in on ourselves and prompts us to lash out, even violently. 
Doubt causes us to fear and fear leads to doubt.  Asking a question is not the same as
doubting.  Asking a question can mean that we are trying to grow in our faith,
understanding it more deeply and make it more our own.   Fear and doubt can prey
on each other in a downward cycle.  Sometimes despite fear and doubt we are called
to step out in faith and trust.

After my first two years of seminary at Conception, I was ready to begin my
graduate theological studies.  It was August 1987.  I was preparing to drive to
Chicago to attend Mundelein Seminary.  The night before I left, I was getting nervous
and wondering if this was really what I was supposed to do or not.  I realized that I
really didn’t know but that all I could do was to trust, to trust God.   I was able to do
that and things worked out.  It may not have been getting out of a boat in the midst
of a storm to walk on water but it was an occasion to step out in faith.  What’s the
boat that Jesus is calling you to get out of right now?  How is Jesus asking you to step
out in faith? 

In our lives there are many occasions to step out in faith.  That’s certainly what
a man and woman do when they marry.  It happens in ordination and religious
profession.  It happens when taking a new job.  In happens when we stand up for what
is right knowing that there may be some negative consequences or outright trouble
or even persecution.   

At times in big ways but certainly in every little way, we are called to step out
in faith, to live lives of intentional faith.   Peter may have had a faith that wavered
under pressure but he also had intentional faith.  Even in his doubt, Peter cried out to
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Jesus and reached out to Jesus.   Commenting on this passage, St. Augustine said, 
Hold tight to the hand of the One who reaches down to you

Yes, Peter struggled in his faith life but he also reached out to Jesus. Pope
Francis had noted, When one does not cling to the Word of the Lord to feel secure, but
consults horoscopes and fortune tellers, one begins to sink. This means that the faith
is not very strong.   We could add, not only horoscopes and fortune tellers but all
sorts of other evils that take us away from truth and away from faith and that lead us
toward what is evil putting our trust in something other than God.  

The disciples faced a storm with strong winds and tossing waves that
threatened their lives.  The storm was big and obvious.   For the last five months we
have faced a different type of storm.  Not obvious, not big, not visible but very real
and life threatening.  And the stress of all this builds up in so many different ways. 
In the midst of this storm there is a hidden invitation to renew our  faith in Jesus, to
walk in faith and to hold tight to his hand.  The day I was ordained a priest, the
Bishop said to us, May your trust always be stronger than fear.  

Despite his faith and then weakness, Peter did some things very important,
things from which we can learn.  Peter got back into the boat with Jesus.   The boat
can been seen as an image of the Church.  Peter joined the others in confessing who
Jesus is and worshiping him.   Peter continued on.  Despite his failing he persevered. 
He continued to follow Jesus.  So too, when we fail, we continue to acknowledge
Jesus, pray and we persevere, even when we may feel overwhelmed.  We journey
through the storms of this world  in the boat we call the Church.  The Church, despite
all its human failings, remains a sacrament given to us by God.  And we journey to
God together.

Some people may say, I have no problem with God.  I like Jesus but I’ve got
no need for the Church.  What I know is that I need the Church.  It’s through the
Church that I learn about Jesus and receive the Bible.  I did not see Jesus after he rose
from the dead but I believe it because  there were those who did see him who told
others and then through the centuries, someone got around to telling me.  I need the
Church to console me when I am sad and to challenge me when I am complacent; to
correct me when I am wrong and to encourage me when I am afraid.   I need the
Church because here I find Christ in sacraments, especially  the Eucharist where he
continues to literally give himself to us.

Elijah found God in the tiny whispering sound while the disciples did so in the
midst of a storm.  It is in storms, quiet times and all those other moments of life, when
our hearts are awake that we can find God at work even if it is only after the fact..
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The gospel today begins and ends with prayer.  Jesus spends time in prayer, and
back in the boat the  disciples pray.  They worship him.  Both as individuals and as
members of the Body of Christ together, may we persevere in prayer.  May our faith
and trust be stronger than our fear, even in the midst of  storms.  Like Peter we can
step out in faith and like Peter we can stumble and even fall but like Peter, may we
hold tight to the hand that reaches down to us.  What’s the boat that Jesus is calling
you to get out of right now?  How is Jesus asking you to step out in faith? 


